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When you choose a Miele vacuum cleaner, your home will be able to 

withstand even the most thorough examination.

People lead their lives in different ways, and have different 

expectations of their vacuum cleaner. With a wide range of canister 

and stick vacuum cleaners as well as accessories, Miele offers the 

perfect solution for everyone.

Discover perfect cleanliness to maintain your well-being
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Welcome to Miele

IMMER BESSER (Forever Better) - our pledge

When our two great grandfathers were in the process of founding 

the Miele company, they had to make sure they stood apart from the 

competition in order to be successful. There are effectively only two 

ways of doing this: either by being cheaper than the rest or by being 

better than the rest. It is not really possible to be both at the same 

time.

They decided to be "better" than the rest.

Numerous best-in-class awards and certificates attest to the fact 

that Miele has continued to renew its commitment to being “Immer 

Besser“ (Forever Better) throughout the past 115 years. However, the 

millions of satisfied customers around the world are perhaps the 

most important endorsement.

At the heart of this success lies a continuity of values and goals 

which are typically only found in companies which have been family-

run for generations, rather than in businesses which are guided by 

the often short-term interests of the stock market.

It is in this sense that Miele has embodied first-class product quality 

and German engineering since 1899. Miele also stands in equal 

measure for respect, fairness and mutual esteem towards sales 

partners, customers, suppliers, employees and neighbours. Buying 

a Miele is an environmentally-friendly decision. We ensure this by 

using methods of production that save resources and 

by manufacturing products which set new standards in terms of their 

consumption of electricity, water and detergent – and save you 

money at the same time.*

As directors and co-proprietors of the fourth generation of our 

business, we promise you that this will not change.

Dr. Markus Miele     Dr. Reinhard Zinkann

*  Please visit www.miele-sustainability.com for more information on our efforts and guiding

principles. 
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"Immer Besser" (Forever Better)
Our Brand Promise

There Are Many Good Reasons For 
Choosing Miele. 
Here are just six of them.

Since the company was founded in 1899, 

Miele has remained true to its "Immer 

Besser" (Forever Better) brand promise. 

This means that we will do all that we can to 

be "Immer Besser" (Forever Better) than our 

competitors and "Immer Besser" (Forever 

Better) than we already are. For our 

customers this means the peace of mind of 

knowing that choosing Miele is a good 

decision – and probably the decision of a 

lifetime!

Miele Quality
Over the last 100 years, Miele has 

successfully earned the trust of consumers 

around the globe. Miele is the only 

manufacturer in the industry to test 

products such as our washing machines, 

tumble dryers, dishwashers and ovens to 

the equivalent of 20 years of use. Once a 

Miele, always a Miele. Miele customers 

around the world remain loyal to Miele and 

recommend Miele to others. Looking to the 

future, we promise not to entertain any 

compromises when it comes to the 

dependability and durability of our 

appliances.
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The Miele Brand
In many countries, Miele is the most coveted brand in the industry. In its own home market in 

Germany, Miele was even voted "Best Brand Ever" in 2013 across all product categories. 

Miele customers have high expectations for the performance and the environmental 

friendliness of their household appliances. This is a reflection of the standard of excellence 

that Miele holds itself to. People who choose Miele care about quality and are 

design-conscious.

Miele Service
Since 1899, Miele has been dedicated to creating extraordinary products that live up to our 

mantra, “Immer Besser” - a German phrase meaning “Forever Better”. With ForeverCare, 

we’ve applied this same philosophy to our customer care practices. But ForeverCare is more 

than just a concept – it’s a guarantee. A guarantee that our commitment to you will extend far 

beyond the point of purchase. Rather, we’ll provide unparalleled service throughout the very 

long life of your machine. From payment, to delivery, to installation, to service we’ll make sure 

your needs are always well taken care of.

Miele Design
Clean lines and a European-inspired look define Miele appliances, creating a timeless and 

elegant design. Nowhere else will you find such a comparable range of matching built-in 

kitchen appliances that suit even the most diverse interior designs. Great care was taken by 

the Miele design team to coordinate appliance design across the entire product range, 

making Miele appliances the perfect choice for any home.

Miele Convenience
Whether using a conventional rotary switch, discreet sensor controls or a high-resolution 

touch display like the one on your smartphone, operating a Miele appliance is both easy and 

fun. Add to this a multitude of convenient and reliable automatic programs in both laundry 

and kitchen appliances. Make life easier for yourself with Miele!

Miele Technology
Miele believes in achieving the best results while using the least amount of energy possible. 

This simple principle applies to all Miele categories - whether cooking or cleaning. The key is 

a wealth of innovative features that yield the best results and support low energy 

consumption. As a world-wide technology leader, achieving top scores in both performance 

and efficiency tests, Miele is always looking towards the future needs of tomorrow's 

consumer.
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User Convenience 

Miele has developed clever technical 

features to make vacuuming easier for you. 

Hygiene
The multi-stage filtration system ensures 

clean air while vacuuming so you can 

breathe easy.

Quality
Implementing quality checks during 

manufacturing guarantees a long lifespan 

and high standards of quality.

Miele vacuum cleaners offer an ideal combination of superior cleaning performance, 

excellent ease-of-use, outstanding standards of hygiene, and first-class quality.

Cleaning Performance 
The unique design allows you to achieve optimum results even with low suction power.
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Immer Besser (Forever Better) - Again 
and Again
The extraordinary cleaning performance 

and efficiency of Miele vacuum cleaners is 

praised time and time again in independent 

product tests. Since 2005 alone, Miele 

vacuum cleaners have been voted test 

winners more than 60 times in consumer 

tests worldwide.

Energy Efficiency
Miele vacuums prove that excellent cleaning 

performance does not necessarily require 

high wattage. Miele vacuums combine the 

best cleaning performance with the highest 

energy efficiency – in the long run saving 

you energy and money. 

Every flag marks a test win. In Europe alone, 

more than 50 Miele test wins for floor care 

appliances have been awarded since 2005. 

In addition, there have been test wins 

outside of Europe's borders, including 

Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Hong 

Kong. 

Miele quality impresses experts and users 

worldwide.

More Than 60 Test Wins Worldwide
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The Motor Endurance Test: 
Long-Lasting!
We demand top performance from our 

vacuum cleaners from the first day to the 

last. Miele motors must demonstrate their 

quality during an intense endurance test 

including constantly switching them on and 

off.

The Jamb/Threshold Test: Robust!
In real life, a vacuum cleaner must endure 

many door thresholds and impacts, which is 

why Miele vacuums are tested to withstand 

16,500 impacts in a row. This is where Miele 

casings and swivel wheels prove their 

resilience.

The Cable Rewind Test: Reliable!
Miele supply leads are unwound and 

rewound more than 10,000 times in our test 

apparatus to ensure everything will also 

work perfectly for you in your home. 

The Floorhead Test: Durable!
A Miele floorhead must cover a distance of 

2,000 km on various floor coverings – the 

same distance as Berlin to Paris and back. 

In the process, it climbs over a carpet-

covered door threshold 60,000 times.

The Handle Test: Indestructible!
Miele vacuum cleaner handles are loaded 

with 5 kg weights and then raised and 

lowered 120,000 times. The handle must 

withstand the permanent effect of being 

lifted without being damaged.

* Applies to appliances with lead, equating to an average 

weekly use of 45 minutes at maximum suction power.

Miele Vacuum Cleaner Quality Tests

No daily cleaning routine will ever be as 

tough as a Miele product test. Before Miele 

vacuum cleaners go into production, they 

must withstand extreme conditions in our 

test laboratory.

The Hose Test: Resilient!
Miele suction hoses are twisted, flexed and 

stretched with a 5 kg weight 120,000 times 

in the laboratory. You can pull your Miele 

vacuum cleaner along behind you without 

giving it a second thought.
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Miele Lifestyle Vacuum Cleaners

On All Types of Floor Coverings: 
TotalCare
With its comprehensive accessories, 

TotalCare solves nearly every cleaning 

problem – a true all-around vacuum. The 

Active AirClean filter effectively neutralizes 

unpleasant odours from the dustbag.

For All Animal Lovers: Cat & Dog
The Cat & Dog reliably removes hair and lint 

from carpets or runners with its turbobrush. 

And the Active AirClean filter effectively 

neutralizes unpleasant odours so that they 

never have a chance to spread.

Ideal On Wooden Floors: Hardfloor
Thanks to its soft brush, the Hardfloor is 

ideal for gentle cleaning of 

sensitive hard floor surfaces.

Special housing and living situations require customized solutions. Miele aims to meet your 

personal needs for cleanliness as perfectly as possible. This is why Miele offers a variety of 

vacuum cleaners with special features. With the optional original Miele accessories, you can 

adapt your Miele vacuum cleaner to your changing needs even after purchase (for instance 

when you get a pet, new floor coverings or if you develop an allergy to house dust).



Canister Vacuum Cleaners
A canister vacuum cleaner has the classic 

shape of a sledge and follows you easily 

through the room thanks to its smooth-

running wheels. The weight of the appliance 

is almost completely on the floor. This 

allows you to comfortably vacuum large 

areas.

Stick Vacuum Cleaners
Due to their compact design, these 

appliances are ideal for tightly furnished 

spaces. Miele stick vacuum cleaners are 

easily carried and need little storage space. 

When vacuuming, the appliance is pushed 

along in front of the user.

Robot Vacuum Cleaners
Battery-operated robot vacuum cleaners 

work completely on their own, even when no 

one is home. With a ceiling camera and 

sensors, the Miele Scout RX1 recognizes 

the room and all obstacles in its way. 

Thanks to Smart Navigation, it works 

thoroughly and efficiently, even among a lot 

of furniture.

Miele Vacuum Cleaner Options

Miele offers floorcare appliances in a variety of designs. The right model for you depends on 

the number of rooms you have, the storage space and your personal preferences.
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Compact C2 – Light, Convenient, 
Compact
• 4.8 kg body weight

• 10 m operating radius

• 3.5 l dustbag capacity

•  1,200 W motor

•  Rotary selector switch

• Accessories on Vario-Clip

Complete C3 – Distinct, Powerful, 
Exceptional
• 5.5 kg body weight

• 11 m operating radius

• 4.5 l dustbag volume

• 1,200 W motor

• +/- footswitch or handle controls

• Models with electrobrush

• Integrated accessories

Miele Canister Vacuum Cleaner Models

Classic C1 – Light and Functional
• 4.3 kg body weight

• 9 m operating radius

• 4.5 l dustbag capacity

• 1,200 W motor

• Rotary selector switch

• Accessories on Vario-Clip

Miele canister vacuum cleaners differ in size and features. They all have 

one thing in common: long-lasting Miele quality!
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The Right Dustbag? It's Simple!
It is often difficult to find the right dustbag 

for a vacuum cleaner. But with Miele, it's 

easy. You can recognise the correct genuine 

AirClean dustbag by the colour-matched 

key-lock principle.

First-Class Suction Power
Thanks to the finely graduated filter layers, 

the Miele AirClean dustbag remains 

permeable to air even as it becomes full. 

The vacuum will indicate when the dustbag 

is full or the exhaust filter is saturated. After 

replacing the filter, you can enjoy the same 

level of suction power, cleaning 

performance and hygiene level as you did 

when you first used it.

Dust-Free Hygienic Dustbag Replacement
When the vacuum cleaner is opened, the 

Miele AirClean dustbag's collar closes 

automatically and locks in the vacuumed dust 

for good. Additionally, the strong protector 

netting prevents the dustbag from tearing, 

even when sharp objects such as glass 

fragments are vacuumed up. So even fine 

dust, which has been vacuumed, cannot 

escape again. 

NEW: AirClean 3D Efficiency
The new dustbags provide the highest level 

of efficiency, even when vacuuming at low 

power levels, due to the Soft Structure 

surface with little air resistance. As a result, 

you can save energy while vacuuming with 

the same high cleaning performance.

* Features depend on model
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Expert Workmanship
With Miele, you can choose from four 

different exhaust filters:

AirClean Filters:
Effective filtration for everyday needs. 

>99.9% dust retention capacity1) in

combination with the AirClean dustbag and

motor filter.

Super AirClean Filters:
Effective filtration for particularly clean room 

air. 

Active AirClean Filters: 
Significant reduction of unpleasant odours2) 

– ideal for pet owners.

HEPA AirClean Filters:
Filters even finest dust and allergens – ideal 

for those with house dust allergies.

> 99.999% overall dust retention capacity of

the vacuum cleaner1) as well as HEPA 133)

Miele Vacuum Cleaners are Airtight
For people with house dust allergies, we 

recommend a vacuum cleaner with a HEPA 

filter fitted as standard. TÜV Nord (an 

environmental testing board in Germany) 

has also recommended several 

Miele cannister vacuum cleaners with HEPA 

AirClean filters for people with allergies. The 

special casing that seals the entire 

appliance, not just the exhaust filter, meets 

the requirements of the TÜV Nord, which 

are reviewed annually. The filtered and 
discharged air is cleaner than normal 
room air. In addition, bacteria, allergens 

and mould spores remain safely in the 

dustbag.

1) In accordance with EN 60312-1

2) In accordance with DIN EN 13725 

3) In accordance with EN 1822/2011
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Handle Controls
You can switch the 

vacuum cleaner on 

and off as well as 

regulate the suction 

power at the touch of a button. The 

selected power level is displayed on the 

appliance.

Electronic Handle 
Controls
With this model, the 

power indicator is 

integrated into the 

handle, and therefore is easily accessible 

and always visible. You can conveniently 

switch the electrobrush on and off with a 

separate button.

The electronic power control is operated by

a  rotary dial. Symbols for a

variety of applications make it easy to select

the optimum power level.

Plus/Minus Foot Controls
This ergonomic operating concept avoids 

the hassle of bending over. Here too, 

symbols facilitate selection of the optimum 

power level for each area of use.

Canister Vacuum Control Options

* Features depend on model

You should always adjust the suction power to the floor type. The floorhead can be guided 

easily and you always achieve optimum cleaning results.
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Canister Vacuum Product Features

Comfort Cable Rewind with 
Single-Touch Control

Extra quick and convenient. The entire 

cable can be rewound by simply tapping 

the footswitch. 

Compact System
A real space saver. The 

floorhead and suction tube can be parked 

on either side of the vacuum cleaner.

EasyLock Suction Tube
The suction tube with the 

socket system is easy to attach, transport 

and store. 

Silence System
The silence system with noise-optimized 

motor and integrated sound insulation is 

already quiet, but the silence setting is even 

quieter.

* Features depend on model

1) Patent pending: EP 2409627, US 20120017391

The Miele Comfort Handle 
The floorhead can be easily 

manoeuvred thanks to the flexible hose 

connector. 

A Complete Range of Accessories
Canister vacuum cleaners have an 

upholstery nozzle, a crevice nozzle and a 

dusting brush that are either integrated into 

the body of the vacuum or attached using a 

clip. 
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Furniture Protection Strip
No more scratches. A soft plastic strip 

protects furniture and the vacuum against 

accidental collisions. 

Thermal Protection
A temperature limiter automatically protects 

the motors of Miele canister vacuum 

cleaners from overheating. 

Gentle-Start Motor
When Miele vacuum cleaners are switched 

on, power increases gently and gradually to 

the selected power level, alleviating the 

strain on power supply.

Park System for Vacuuming Breaks, with 
Automatic Switch-Off
With certian models, the floorhead and 

suction tube are parked at the rear and the 

motor switches off automatically. 

Handy Locking System
The floorhead, suction tube and handle lock 

into each other securely so nothing comes 

loose.

Handles with Anti-Static 
Conductor

For safety, a metal insert in the handle 

prevents static discharge between 

the vacuum and user. 

Large Operating Radius
Miele canister vacuum cleaners provide an 

operating radius of up to 12 metres for 

added convenience.

Park System on Both Sides for Storage
Suction tube and hose can be securely 

attached to the upright appliance. Easy to 

store and transport.

Miele Floorcare Product Highlights

Stainless Steel Telescopic Tubes
Height-adjustable Miele telescopic tubes 

adjust easily to your working height, putting 

less strain on your back.
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Canister Vacuum Product Assortment Overview

Classic C1 Hardfloor 

• 1200 W

• AirClean filter

• Six-step rotary dial

• Universal floor tool SBD 350-3

• XXL handle

• Accessories with VarioClip

• Operating radius 9 m

• Weight 4.3 kg, 5.8 kg All-in

• Lava grey

Complete C3 TotalCare 

• 1200 W

• Filter AirClean

• +/- foot button controls

• Powerhead SEB 217-3

• Smooth floor tool SBB Parquet-3

• Integrated accessories

• Operating radius 11 m

• Weight 5.4 kg, 7.1 kg All-in

• Navy blue

Compact C2 Hardfloor 

• 1200 W

• AirClean filter

• Six-step rotary dial

• Universal floor tool SBD 285-3

• Accessories with VarioClip

• Operating radius 10 m

• Weight 4.8 kg, 6.6 kg All-in

• Obsidian black

Compact C2 TotalCare

• 1200 W

• AirClean filter

• Six-step rotary dial

• Comfort handle

• Smooth floor tool SBB 300-3

• TurboBrush STB 205-3

• Accessories with VarioClip

• Operating radius10 m

• Weight 4.8 kg, 6.6 kg All-in

• Navy blue

Compact C2 Cat & Dog

• 1200 W

• Active AirClean filter

• Six-step rotary dial

• Comfort handle

• Smooth floor tool SBB 235-3

• Powerhead SEB 217-3

• Accessories with VarioClip

• Operating radius 10 m

• Weight 4.8 kg, 6.6 kg All-in

• Mango red

Classic C1 Cat & Dog

• 1200 W

• Active AirClean filter

• Six-step rotary dial

• Smooth floor tool SBB 235-3

• Powerhead SEB 217-3

• Comfort handle

• Accessories with VarioClip

• Operating radius 9 m

• Weight 4.3 kg, 5.8 kg All-in

• Mango red
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Complete C3 Cat & Dog

• 1200 W

• Active AirClean filter

• +/- foot buttons controls

• Comfort handle

• Smooth floor tool SBB 300-3

• Powerhead SEB 228

• Integrated accessories

• Operating radius 11 m

• Weight 5.4 kg, 7.1 kg All-in

• Tayberry red

Complete C3 PowerPlus

• 1200 W

• AirClean filter

• +/- foot button controls

•  Comfort handle with electronic handle

controls

• Smooth floor tool SBB 300-3

• Powerhead SEB 236

• Integrated accessories

• Operating radius 11 m

• Weight 5.4 kg, 7.1 kg All-in

• Racing green

*Model selection and prices vary by location.
Visit miele.ca for details.
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Handy Locking System
Floorhead, suction tube and handle lock into each other with an 

audible fit. The parts all connect securely but can be easily 

disengaged at the touch of a button in order to attach a different 

accessory. 

Hygiene
Miele vacuum cleaners' exceptional overall filtration is based on a 

multi-stage system. It consists of the innovative Miele AirClean 

dustbag, motor protection filter and Miele exhaust filter. The 

interaction of these components ensures that more than 99.9% of 

fine dust1) is filtered. You can breathe with ease!

Operating Radius
Cable, suction tube and suction hose combine to provide you with 

an operating radius of up to 12 metres. This allows you to cover a 

circular area of more than 450 m2 without the need to 

frequently change sockets.

Park System for Vacuuming Breaks/with Automatic Switch-Off
The floorhead is simply hooked onto the rear of the vacuum cleaner, 

leaving the suction tube in a secure position ready for use again. 

With certain models, the motor is switched off automatically without 

having to stoop.   

Park System on Both Sides for Storage
Suction tube and hose can be securely attached to either side of the 

upright appliance. This allows the vacuum cleaner to be transported 

easily, stored with minimum space requirements, and operated 

comfortably by left-handed and right-handed users alike.

Quality
Quality is the highest priority at Miele- from conception to 

production. Miele vacuum cleaners are developed and 

manufactured exclusively in company-owned plants. At the end of 

the manufacturing process, each individual vacuum cleaner is 

subject to comprehensive testing one last time. This care and 

attention results in exceptional quality and a long service life for 

Miele products.  

Silence System / Silence System Plus
Reduced-noise motor and integrated sound insulation make Miele 

vacuum cleaners pleasantly quiet. The silence feature achieves the 

lowest possible noise level with good cleaning performance. Silence 

System Plus is even quieter due to a soundproofed motor and 

sound-optimized floorhead.

Stainless Steel Telescopic Tubes
Telescopic tubes by Miele can be adjusted to your working height at 

the touch of a button, so that you can vacuum comfortably and 

reduce the strain on your back. The cable in the electro-telescopic 

tubes is encapsulated and invisibly integrated to ensure safe use of 

the electrobrush.

A Complete Range of Accessories
Miele canister vacuum cleaners are equipped with three high-quality, 

standard attachments: an upholstery nozzle, crevice nozzle and 

dusting brush with soft synthetic or natural bristles. They are 

integrated or, exclusive to Miele, on a Vario-clip and are always 

accessible.

Cleaning Performance
High wattage alone does not guarantee a good vacuum cleaner. 

With Miele, a number of design characteristics ensure the best 

results. The vacuum cleaner's tight seal and the aerodynamic design 

of all its components create perfect air flow. This ensures maximum 

suction power is achieved through the floorhead. The AirTeQ 

floorhead is the most efficient of all Miele floorheads. It 

cleans thoroughly, achieving the best cleaning results even at a low 

power setting.

Comfort Handle
The flexible hose connector enables comfortable, ergonomic 

handling. The lever allows the floorhead to be manoeuvred more 

easily and takes pressure off your wrist.

Comfort Cable Rewind with Single-Touch Control
The cable on all Miele canister vacuum cleaners can be rewound 

easily with a foot control, without having to stoop. 

Compact C2 and Complete C3 vacuum cleaners are also equipped 

with a touch control function enabling the entire cable to be rewound 

at the touch of a button.

Compact System
Thanks to the sophisticated Compact System consisting of a Park 

System on both sides and an XXL handle with park option, Miele 

canister vacuum cleaners are flexible and easy to store.

EasyLock Suction Tube
The EasyLock suction tube with a unique socket system is easy to 

attach, transport and store.

Furniture Protection Strip
The Miele Complete C3 vacuum cleaner is equipped with a bumper 

made from soft synthetic material. This protects both the furniture 

and appliance in the event of accidental collisions.

Gentle-Start Motor
When Miele vacuum cleaners are switched on, power increases 

gently and gradually to the selected power level. This protects the 

circuit from overloading.

Handles with Anti-Static Conductor
All Miele canister vacuum cleaners have a small metal strip 

integrated into the handle, which works like a lightning conductor. 

This prevents static discharge between the appliance and user.

Useful information
Miele Canister Vacuum Glossary
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Thermal Protection
A temperature limiter protects all Miele canister vacuum cleaners 

from overheating. Should the air passage become blocked, for 

instance by vacuuming up bulky particles, the motor will 

automatically shut off for safety reasons. After the blockage has 

been removed and the appliance has cooled down, it is ready again 

for service.

User Convenience
Miele has developed many innovative technical features to make 

floor care as easy as possible for you, such as the convenient handle 

controls that enable you to regulate suction power at the touch of a 

button, without having to stoop or interrupt your cleaning.

1) In accordance with EN 60312-1
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Efficient floorhead
The floorhead is designed to be especially 

airtight and aerodynamic so that dust in the 

vacuumed area cannot escape.

Outstanding air flow
Every component and every function is 

designed to achieve optimum airflow. This is 

why the Blizzard CX1 achieves maximum air 

throughput with outstanding cleaning 

results.

Innovative motor
The Blizzard CX1 is equipped with a new 

type of 1,200 W powerful motor with 

impellers specifically developed to produce 

a consistently strong air flow.

Extremely high airflow velocity
Miele Vortex Technology creates air flow 

inside the appliance with an extremely high 

air flow velocity of more than 100 km/h.

The science of capturing dust.
Powerful cleaning performance without the dustbag.

The Blizzard CX1 sets itself apart from all other bagless vacuum cleaners. Thanks to its 

optimal air flow, it achieves an extremely high degree of air throughput so that dust 

doesn't stand a chance. Miele Vortex Technology ensures top performance.
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What makes the Blizzard 
a hygienic vacuum?

Gore® CleanStream® fine dust filter
This Gore® CleanStream® filter captures 

the fine dust particles, and is the second 

step after the course and fine dust is 

separated. Once the filter is full, the 

automatic self-cleaning ComfortClean 

function shakes the fine dust loose - resting 

at the bottom of the container for emptying 

approximately once every 6 months.

Click2open
The dust container can be removed from 

the appliance by simply lifting it out by its 

handle. When the 'Empty' button is 

pressed, the container opens and all the 

dust drops into the garbage.

Exhaust filters
The HEPA Lifetime Airclean Filter in the 

Miele Blizzard CX1 saves time and 

money. It is entirely maintenance-free and 

lasts the lifetime of the product itself. It 

never needs to be changed or cleaned.

ComfortClean
Special sensors monitor the Gore® 

CleanStream® fine-dust filter. The 

ComfortClean function automatically cleans 

the fine-dust filter if required. After only a 

few seconds the Blizzard CX1 is ready to 

use again.

Hygienic dust disposal
The fundamental difference between the Blizzard and other bagless systems is the principle 

of operation - separation of coarse debris and fine dust. Fine dust is captured in a separate 

container with the help of a Gore® CleanStream® fine dust filter. This keeps the dust under 

control when the container is emptied. This innovative separation of fine dust from larger 

debris guarantees hygienic emptying.
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For those with allergies
Thanks to the HEPA2) Lifetime AirClean filter, 

the system retains even the smallest of 

particles such as fine dust and allergens to 

99.999%1). This top-performing filtration has 

been endorsed by the medical organisation 

Allergy UK and has been certified as being 

suitable for allergy sufferers. The Miele 

Blizzard CX1 has been awarded their seal of 

approval for its overall performance in 

retaining dust.

1) in accordance with EN 60312-1

2) in accordance with EN 1822/2011
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Blizzard Features

Comfort cable rewind with single-touch 
control
Extra quick and convenient: the entire cable 

can be rewound by simply tapping the 

footswitch. 

Park system for pauses during 
vacuuming
Practical: the floorhead and suction tube 

can be parked on the side of the appliance 

when required.

DynamicDrive swivel 
castors1)

Gentle on floors: rubberised wheels and 

swivel castors with shock absorbers ensure 

that floorheads glide smoothly over floors. 

Available on the TotalCare model only.

Complete range of 
accessories

Always conveniently within reach: two 

accessories, stored in the vacuum cleaner's 

accessory compartment, and a dusting 

brush are supplied as standard.

Comfort handle
With lever action: thanks to the 

flexible hose connector the floorhead can 

be manoeuvred with ease.

* Depends on model

1) Patent: EP 2409627 B1, US 20120017391 B2

Vortex Technology
Powerful cleaning performance: air flow in 

excess of 100 km/h ensures coarse and fine 

dust are collected perfectly.
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Handles with anti-static 
conductor

For your safety: a metal insert in the handle 

prevents static discharge between 

appliance and user. 

Comfort telescopic tube
Ergonomic height adjustment: the 

telescopic tube is intuitively easy to adjust 

and set to the height you want.

Overheating protection
Fully automatic: a temperature limiter 

protects the motors of Miele's cylinder 

vacuum cleaners from overheating.

Gentle-start motor
No strain on power supply: when Miele 

vacuum cleaners are switched on, power 

increases gently and gradually to the 

selected power level.

Operating radius
Rarely need to change plugs: Miele canister 

vacuum cleaners provide a particularly large 

operating radius.

Four swivel castors 
No tipping or falling over: four swivel castors 

ensure excellent stability with maximum 

manoeuvrability.

Eco Comfort handle
When you're in a hurry: a dusting brush 

integrated in the handle allows you to clean 

up the occasional mishap. Only available on 

Hardfloor and TotalCare models.

Convenience Features

* Depends on model
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Four swivel castors
The Blizzard CX1 is fitted with four 360° swivel castors. This makes it 

very stable and at the same time versatile and easily manoeuvrable 

in all directions.

Gentle-start motor
When Miele vacuum cleaners are switched on, power increases 

gently and gradually to the selected power level. This protects the 

electric circuit from overloading.

Handles with anti-static conductor
All Miele cylinder vacuum cleaners have a small metal strip 

integrated into the handle, which works like a lightning conductor. 

This prevents static discharge between appliance and user.

Hygienic dust disposal
Due to the high air throughput of the motor, which was specifically 

designed for this appliance, the extremely high flow velocity ensures 

outstanding separation of coarse soiling and fine dust in different 

containers. All the separated coarse debris drops out of the 

containers without stirring up the dust.

Operating radius
Lead, suction tube and suction hose provide a particularly large 

operating radius. This is useful for cleaning big rooms without having 

to change sockets so often.

Overheating protection
A temperature limiter protects all Miele cylinder vacuum cleaners 

from overheating. If an airway becomes blocked – for example, by a 

large vacuumed up item – the motor switches off automatically for 

safety reasons.   After the object has been removed and a cool-

down period, the appliance can be operated again. 

Park system for pauses during vacuuming
The floorhead is simply hooked onto the side of the vacuum cleaner, 

leaving the suction tube in a secure position ready for use again.

Vortex Technology
Vortex technology produces an enormous flow rate of more than 

100 km/h per hour. Combined with the specially designed floorhead 

and the aerodynamic air flow, the bagless vacuum cleaner achieves 

first-class cleaning performance. This ensures that coarse soiling 

and fine dust can be separated in an outstanding manner. The 

coarse soiling lands in the transparent dust container, the fine dust 

in a separate container with a fine dust filter.

Click2open
With one simple motion, the dust container can be removed by 

pulling it upwards, and at the touch of a button, the dust drops out 

straight into the waste bin. Emptying is particularly hygienic as the 

container empties completely and no direct contact is made with the 

dust.

Comfort cable rewind with single-touch control
The cable on all Miele cylinder vacuum cleaners can be rewound 

easily with a foot control, without having to stoop.

Compact C2, Complete C3 and Blizzard CX1 vacuum cleaners are 

also equipped with a touch control function enabling the entire cable 

to be rewound at the touch of a button.

ComfortClean
Innovative sensors measure the air throughput of the GORE® 

CleanStream® fine dust filter and automatically activate the 

ComfortClean self-cleaning function as needed. To do this, the 

appliance switches off for about 20 seconds. The ComfortClean 

function can also be activated manually. Thus, ComfortClean 

guarantees a consistently high cleaning performance. 

Comfort handle
The flexible hose connector enables comfortable, ergonomic 

handling. The lever action allows the floorhead to be manoeuvred 

more easily and takes pressure off your wrist.

Comfort telescopic tube
The Comfort telescopic tube with its exclusive Miele design can be 

intuitively extended to the desired working height and locked into 

position. The larger diameter increases the air flow volume and 

thereby facilitates outstanding cleaning results. Small details, such 

as a rubber coating on the upper end, are very practical. If the tube 

is leaned against the wall, it does not slide down.

Complete range of accessories
Miele’s Blizzard cylinder vacuum cleaners are equipped with three 

high-quality, standard attachments: upholstery nozzle, crevice 

nozzle and dusting brush. A dusting brush is integrated in the Eco 

Comfort handle or supplied separately with the appliance.

DynamicDrive swivel castors1)

The unique DynamicDrive swivel castors rotate 360°, are mounted 

on steel axles and are equipped with shock absorbers. The 

rubberised castors move smoothly, are scuff-proof and long-lasting. 

The advantages: an extremely nimble vacuum cleaner that operates 

particularly quietly and is gentle on scratch-sensitive floors.

Eco Comfort handle
The Eco Comfort handle with integrated dusting brush offers very 

ergonomic handling and fast cleaning of little mishaps.

Useful details
The glossary for Miele cylinder vacuum cleaners without dustbag

1) Patent: EP 2409627 B1, US 20120017391 B2 
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Product Features

Large Operating Radius
Miele stick vacuum cleaners provide an 

operating radius of up to 9 metres which 

means you rarely need to change sockets.

Stainless Steel Telescopic Suction Tube
Height-adjustable Miele telescopic suction 

tubes are easy on your back and are also 

handy for vacuuming under furniture.

Easy to Manoeuvre
Stick vacuum cleaners are particularly 

nimble and have a slim body and a low 

centre of gravity.

Ergonomic Double Slide 
Switches

The power level is easily visible and the 

vacuum cleaner can be operated with ease 

in all situations.

Easy to Store
Thanks to their compact design Miele stick 

vacuum cleaners are very easy to store.

* Features depend on model

Quick-Release Cable Hooks
The vacuum cleaner's cable is neatly held in 

place with cable hooks and is easy to 

release. 



Gentle-Start Motor
When Miele vacuum cleaners are switched 

on, power increases gently and gradually to 

the selected power level. There is no strain 

on power supply.

Fully Automatic 
A temperature limiter protects the motors of 

Miele stick vacuum cleaners from 

overheating.

Handle with Practical Features
Thanks to the handle, the vacuum cleaner is 

easy to push, can be parked securely and 

hung with minimal space requirements. 

Accessory Clip
With the accessory clip, upholstery and 

crevice nozzles are conveniently attached 

and always close to hand on the suction 

tube.

*depending on model

Miele Stick Vacuum Product Highlights
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Product Overview

*Model selection and prices vary by location. Visit miele.ca for 

details.

S1 Stick Vacuum

• 1000 W

• AirClean filter

• Slide switch min/max

• Universal floor tool SBD 470-3

• Manual winding cord

• Accessories with VarioClip

• Operating radius 9 m

• Weight 3.7 kg, 4.6 kg All-in

• Sprint blue
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Accessory clip
The accessories can be attached to the suction tube by a practical 

clip. This allows the upholstery and crevice nozzle to be handy at all 

times.

Easy to Store
Compact, slender, lightweight - these advantages enable the Miele 

stick vacuum cleaner to be stored conveniently. It requires very little 

storage space and thanks to the integrated non-slip stopper it rests 

securely against the wall. Or you can save space by hanging it up; a 

sturdy holder is integrated in the handle. 

Ergonomic Double Slide Switch
Due to the position of the switch, it is always easily accessible, 

allowing ergonomic operation. The current power level is always 

visible.

Gentle-Start Motor
The selected power level is ramped up slowly on Miele vacuum 

cleaners to protect the mains from overload when switched on. 

Good Manoeuvrability
Miele stick vacuum cleaners have a slim body and an extra low 

centre of gravity. This makes them very light and manoeuvrable. 

They glide easily on their metal soleplate even through small homes 

with lots of furniture.

Handle with Practical Features
The ergonomic handle allows the Miele stick vacuum cleaner to be 

operated with ease. Thanks to the integrated non-slip stopper, it can 

be leaned securely against walls or doors and stored with minimum 

space requirements on a wall hook by its handle. 

Operating Radius
Miele stick vacuum cleaners offer you the freedom of a 9 metre 

operating radius. This allows you to vacuum large areas without 

effort, as you barely need to change sockets. 

Quick-Release Cable Hook
Two cable hooks as well as the practical cable clip secure the supply 

lead to the casing – tidy and always at hand. When work starts the 

cable can be released quickly by turning the lower cable hook 

upwards. 

Stainless Steel Telescopic Suction Tube
The length of the Miele telescopic tubes can be easily adjusted to 

suit your working height at the push of a button. This is convenient, 

gentle on your back and also ideal for vacuuming underneath 

furniture. The telescopic tube can be connected to the lower end of 

the vacuum cleaner. 

Thermal Protection
A temperature limiter protects all Miele stick vacuum cleaners from 

overheating. Should the air passage become blocked – for instance 

by vacuuming up bulky particles – the motor will automatically shut 

off for safety’s sake. After the cause of the shut-off has been 

eliminated and the appliance has cooled down, it is ready again for 

service.

Useful information
Miele Stick Vacuum Cleaner Glossary
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A Comparison of Different Robot Vacuum Systems

Chaotic Navigation
The simplest robot vacuum cleaners have 

no ceiling camera and are unable to 

recognize the layout of the room; they move 

"blindly" around the room. If they encounter 

an obstacle, they change their direction. 

This non-systematic approach uses up a lot 

of electricity, and the vacuuming is spotty.

Smart Navigation from Miele
The ceiling camera, gyro sensors and 

innovative software make up the indoor 

positioning system. With this intelligent 

navigation system, even difficult-to-reach 

areas and edges are reliably cleaned. 

A Brief Explanation of the Different Systems:

Systematic Navigation
With robot vacuum cleaners that 

systematically navigate, gyro-sensors and a 

ceiling camera ensure that the robot can 

orientate itself around the room. The robot 

vacuum cleaner cleans the floor in parallel 

lines. Many appliances, however, do not 

clean accessible floor areas or edges 

reliably.

Performance: patchy.

Only the green areas were cleaned by the robot vacuum 

cleaner. Significant gaps are visible in between. Even at the 

edges where the side brushes clean, dirty areas remain.

Performance: Better, but not good enough. 

Thanks to its regulated movement system, the robot 

vacuums all areas efficiently and in a relatively short time. 

But it still leaves several areas uncleaned.

Performance: Best. Typically Miele.

Visibly superior as compared to robot vacuum cleaners 

without Smart Navigation. The Scout RX1 offers markedly 

better navigation performance. It cleans the room efficiently 

and with virtually no gaps.

For robot vacuum cleaners to work thoroughly and without interruption, they must be able to 

navigate reliably. With Smart Navigation, Miele has a significant advantage in terms of quality. 

With its unique combination of camera, sensors, electronics and software, the Scout RX1 

navigates more precisely and reliably than any other robot vacuum cleaner. It sets new 

standards of efficiency and thoroughness in the market.
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Advanced Corner Cleaning
The Scout RX1 reliably finds every corner 

and cleans it of dust and dirt.

Triple Cleaning System
Thanks to the Triple Cleaning System the 

Scout RX1 thoroughly removes dust and 

dirt by sweeping, brushing and vacuuming.

Furniture Protection Technology
Systematically moves about without 

accidents. The RX1 recognizes furniture, 

stairs and obstacles and therefore avoids 

collisions or falls.

Smart Navigation
Intelligent travel. With its reliable navigation 

system, rooms are thoroughly cleaned, even 

in corners.

Non-Stop Power
The RX1 runs for longer than other robot 

vacuums. The lithium-ion battery lasts up to 

2 hours (150 m²) non-stop. 

Timer
The Scout RX1 cleans your home whenever 

you want - even when no one is at home. 

Just set the timer and come home to a 

clean floor.

Scout RX1 Product Features



Auto Mode
In Auto mode, the RX1 reaches all areas by 

itself. With a break for recharging, if 

required. 

Turbo Mode
Express clean with Turbo Mode. Easily 

removes dust, dirt and pet hair from all 

areas in half the time.

AirClean Filter
With the two-stage AirClean filter, the room 

air is cleaner after vacuuming than before 

allowing you to breathe easy.

Remote Control
You can use the remote control to direct the 

RX1 to clean specific areas deliberately.

Spot Mode
Smaller areas can be cleaned in a targeted 

manner with RX1's Spot Mode.

Corner Mode
In Corner mode, the RX1 cleans the critical 

edge areas for a second time.

Miele Scout RXI Robot Vacuum Product Highlights

Touch User Interface
With only two buttons on the touch display 

or the remote control, the RX1 takes off.

Flat-to-Floor Design
The compact, flat RX1 reaches even difficult 

to access areas such as under furniture.

Transitioning Onto Carpet
The Scout RX1 travels carpet edges and 

thresholds of up to 2 cm effortlessly.
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Product Overview

Scout RX1

•  Smart Navigation - methodical and

efficient

•  Triple Cleaning System - sweeps, brush

and sucks

•  NonStop Power - 120 minutes or 150 m²

with battery

• Timer

• Remote control

• Auto Mode

• Spot Mode

• Turbo Mode

• Corner Mode

• Overcomes obstacles up to 2 cm

• Flat design

• Furniture Protection Technology

• Safety against falls
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Advanced Corner Cleaning
Dust and dirt tends to build up into the corners of a room. It's also in 

these areas where many robot vacuum cleaners underperform. The 

Scout RX1 is the exception. With its perfect navigation system, it 

finds its way to remote corners and edges  - where its extra long 

side brushes capture all the dirt. 

AirClean Filter
The AirClean filter ensures that the vacuumed dust remains where it 

belongs: in the Scout RX1's dust box. The two-stage AirClean 

system filters dirt particles from the vacuumed air thoroughly. With 

the Scout RX1, there will be less fine dust circulating in the living 

area after vacuuming. 

Auto Mode
In Auto mode, the Scout RX1 cleans all accessible rooms completely 

on its own. It leaves its charging station, cleans the desired floor 

areas and automatically returns to its charging station. If the battery 

charge is not sufficient for all areas, the Scout RX1 interrupts the 

cleaning process in order to charge its batteries at the station. Once 

the battery is recharged, it continues the cleaning process returning 

to the exact location where it left off.

Corner Mode
Where does most of the dust collect? In corners and edges where 

there is the least air movement. Luckily the Scout RX1 has its own 

Corner mode. With this feature, the Scout RX1 first cleans all areas 

in Auto mode. Then it passes around the circumference of all rooms 

again to clean the edges. So you can be sure that dirt is thoroughly 

removed from corners and edges. 

Flat Design
With its compact, slim body, the Scout RX1 moves through your 

home with agility. It even goes under low furniture and other difficult 

to reach areas with ease. Never has it been so easy to ensure 

cleanliness under beds, sideboards and sofas. 

Furniture Protection Technology 
Seven optical sensors at the front of the Scout RX1 recognize 

furniture and other obstacles in the path of the robot vacuum 

cleaner. The Scout RX1 approaches these objects cautiously in 

order to clean the floor directly in front of them, thereby avoiding 

collisions. An additional 3 sensors underneath the appliance 

recognize staircases in time to prevent the Scout RX1 from falling 

down stairs. 

Non-Stop Power
Thanks to powerful lithium-ion rechargeable batteries, the Scout 

RX1 operates up to two hours with a single battery charge. In this 

time, it can clean up to 150 m². Even after 300 full charging cycles 

the battery still generates the same amount of power as it did when 

it was new. 

Remote Control
The remote control allows you to operate the robot vacuum cleaner 

yourself. With simple commands, the Scout RX1 can be guided 

directly to certain areas, which it then cleans thoroughly. 

Smart Navigation
Smart navigation on the Scout RX1 combines three innovative 

features. The Indoor Positioning System with ceiling camera ensures 

reliable navigation. Furniture Protection Technology with 10 sensors 

avoids collisions and falls. And Advanced Corner Cleaning cleans 

effectively with extra long side brushes and a special mode for 

corners and edges. Thus the Scout RX1 ensures thorough cleaning 

of your floors. 

Spot Mode
Crumbs under the breakfast table? Dog hair in front of the sofa? No 

problem. The Scout RX1 takes care of these little mishaps for you. 

Simply activate the Spot mode and the Scout RX1 cleans a targeted 

area of roughly180 x 180 cms.

Timer
With the Scout RX1, you can program the cleaning times individually. 

You can even program it to have work when you are not at home. 

The Scout RX1 will begin cleaning at the selected time. The 

appliance then returns to the charging station on its own to recharge 

the battery. 

Touch User Interface
Operating the Miele robot vacuum cleaner is so easy. You can select 

the desired program and start the Scout RX1 with only two touches 

on the clearly laid out touch display. It takes care of the rest on its 

own. Alternatively, you can use the remote control supplied to 

effortlessly operate the RX1.

Transitioning Onto Carpet
Thanks to its powerful motor and its anti-skid wheels, the Scout RX1 

masters the transition from smooth floors to carpet seamlessly. Even 

thresholds do not throw it off balance. You can be reassured that the 

Miele robot vacuum cleaner will follow its route steadily, to effectively 

clean your home.

Triple Cleaning System
The Miele Scout RX1 tackles dirt in three ways. The two rotating side 

brushes pull the dirt from corners and edges and the appliance 

vacuums them up. The roller brush then picks up larger particles of 

dirt. And the powerful DC motor effectively vacuums up fine dust.

Turbo Mode
For quick cleaning the Scout RX1 offers the Turbo mode where the 

robot vacuum cleaner moves in its systematic lines but further 

apart thereby saving time - roughly 50% as compared to Auto mode.

Userful Information
Miele Scout RX1 Glossary
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Benefits Miele Pricing Miele Advantage Miele Advantage Plus

One-on-one relationship with Miele Canada • • •
Instant Access to Miele Customer Care Centre • • •
Automatic Warranty Registration • • •
1 Yr Manufacturer’s Warranty • • •
2 Yr Total Miele Extended Warranty with Purchase of 

Miele Installation

5 Yr Total Miele Extended Warranty Included •
10 Yr Total Miele Extended Warranty Included •
Miele Culinary Institute Events Priority Registration Priority Registration

Miele Culinary Institute: MasterC Complimentary Pass Complimentary Pass 

Plus One

V.I.P Invitation to Miele Gallery Events • • •
Miele CareCollection Bonus $25 Savings $50 Value

Miele Email Concierge Service • •
Miele Complete Appliance Check-up •
Miele Appliance Recycling Pick-up •
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Miele ForeverCare
Delivery, Installation, Customer Service

With Miele ForeverCare, you get a 

guarantee. A guarantee that our 

commitment to you extends far beyond the 

point of purchase. Rather, we'll provide 

unparalleled service thoughout the very 

long life of your machine. We are confident 

in offering you exceptional customer 

service.

Visit The Miele Experience Centre
Miele Experience Centres are open to the

public to provide the complete Miele

experience and are located in four

cities across Canada: Montreal,

Toronto, Calgary, and Vancouver.

EMAIL:

customercare@miele.ca

HAVE QUESTIONS?

Please ask your 

Miele Chartered Agent for more 

information or go to miele.ca

Miele provides unique advantages to our customers with a combination of features 

unparalleled in the appliance category, namely:

Manufacturer-Direct Service
If you ever have a problem with your Miele 

machine, our own Miele Factory Service 

Technicians will take care of it. Most 

problems can be solved on the first visit, as 

we know the exact model you have and 

carry the genuine Miele parts you will need.

Extended Warranty from the 
Manufacturer
We want you to enjoy a long and trouble-

free experience with our machines. In 

addition to the standard warranty, we have 

Miele Extended warranty. This direct offer 

from Miele allows you to increase your 

hassle-free coverage up to 10 years. The 

extended warranty relationship 

remains strictly with Miele, so you can deal 

directly and exclusively with us if you have 

any issues.

Miele Custom Plans
The chart below illustrates how you can 

upgrade the benefits of ForeverCare.

Manufacturer Delivery and Installation
We want your machine to work perfectly 

from the first time you use it. So, we offer 

delivery and installation in your home 

 ourselves, with our Miele-dedicated service 

team. Installation can be organized within 

48 hours of ordering through the Miele 

Customer Care Centre, and your  delivery is 

tracked with GPS so we can  provide you 

with a near exact time of  delivery.

Miele CareCollection
To ensure you make the most of your Miele 

appliance, we’ve created a range of 

everyday and specialty products available 

for purchase. From laundry detergent to 

dishwasher tablets and a variety of cooking 

 accessories, these products are designed 

specifically for your appliance, ensuring 

better results and a longer, hassle-free 

 lifespan. Visit www.miele-shop.ca!

Miele ForeverCare What is Miele ForeverCare?

Terms and conditions apply to Miele Pricing, Miele Advantage and Miele Advantage Plus benefits. Miele reserves the right to 

change these benefits at anytime. For full terms and conditions, please visit www.miele.ca.
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www.miele.ca

Email: mieletoronto@miele.ca
Tel: 1.866.758.0462

Miele Experience Centre Vancouver
69 Smithe Street 

Vancouver, BC 
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www.miele.ca 

Email: mielevancouver@miele.ca
Tel: 1.866.758.0462

Miele Experience Centre Montreal  
3055, rue Jules-Brillant

Laval, QC 
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www.miele.ca

Email: mielemontreal@miele.ca
Tel: 1.866.758.0462
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Customer Care:
Questions about your Miele Appliances?

Service à la clientèle:

Une question sur votre appareil Miele?

Email: customercare@miele.c

Effective Date / Date Effective : /1

Note: Product information and prices subject to change 

without notice. Please verify with latest information 

on miele.ca.

Note: Les informations sur les produits ainsi que les prix 

peuvent changer. Merci de verifier les dernières informations 

sur le site miele.ca.

Miele dans le monde
Foreign Sales Companies


